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Students learn songs more quickly than they learn tunes. These 77 little songs are easy and fun to

sing and play. They are graded according to finger patterns and bowings. These pieces will be a

great help through the periods of boredom and frustration some students experience. They contain

duet parts for teacher or other students and are ideal for group or private teaching. Violin, viola, and

cello books can all be used together.
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Got this for my daughter because the title was cute so I thought there would be some cute songs in

there for her. She had been playing a few months before I found this book and she found most of

the stuff in here to be pretty boring and very basic. I think we would have liked it more had we

purchased it when she was first learning.

This book was hard to find in store. Got it on . Good price, delivery, etc. Just FYI that the "songs"

are just one or two little lines from each. Very basic, but good for a beginner's confidence to start

understanding notes and rhythm.

Using this for an 8-year-old student just learning to read music. As we're only a few pages in, this is

only an initial impression. I like that it's not at all theoretic--no defining terms ("an eighth note is a

half beat, a quarter note is one beat, a half note is two beats") which confuses a lot of younger kids



not ready for that kind of abstract learning. Instead, you speak the lyric which tries (mostly

successfully) to mimic the rhythm written. Speak it first, read it second, more like the way we learn

to read text, and concrete rather than abstract. Second advantage is the layout: large enough notes,

very short pieces gradually getting longer, sequential learning with a single concept introduced at a

time. Probably best for younger students, but I may try this on emerging readers who won't take

offense to the childlike presentation.

This product was first requested by one of my students who saw the picture of the book on the back

of her Suzuki book. We ordered our first copies recently, and now am using them with all of my

young students. Although the book is intended to be used for rote learning, just as the first Suzuki

songs are, we will use it to facilitate note recognition and reading as well.

Great simple songs to give a child practice. Good for adults who are just starting out and need short

simple songs to practice basic technique and who are tired of twinkle (like me lol)

my kids loves it so much. they sing the song every time as they all are having fun. what a great

product indeed. i so love it!

We are happy with book and it was received timely.
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